In the presence of a strongly non-parabolic lateral confining potential, dramatic changes in the farinfrared (FIR) response of quasi one-dimensional elecffon gases (QlDEGs) have been predicted. New absorption modes should appear which do not coffespond to the electron centre of mass motion, a single mode typically seen for parabolic or weakly non-parabolic confinement. Recent development in epitaxial regrowth on patterned substrates now allows strongly non-parabolic, even non-symmetric, tuneable confining potentials to be fabricated for the first time. In this QIDEG, an electron gas on a (100) GaAs facet is confined in one lateral direction by hole gas sidegates on adjacent (311)A facets, forming a p-n-p structure (Fig. l) 
In the presence of a strongly non-parabolic lateral confining potential, dramatic changes in the farinfrared (FIR) response of quasi one-dimensional elecffon gases (QlDEGs) The confining potential may be tuned by a bias (V6; applied between separate ohmic contacts to the electron channel and hole gases. Cross section electron beam induced current (EBIC) imaging is used to map the magnitude of the electric field in this structure, and explicitly demonstrate the nonsymmetric nature of the potential (Fig. 2 ).
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